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Abstract: In this study reinforcement learning is used to play the card game hearts, an im-
perfect state information game. An agent uses Monte Carlo learning, Monte Carlo rollouts, and
Neural Networks to play the game. This paper explains the inner workings of this agent and will
specifically look at the extension of the rollout method and its parameters, for the possibilities to
increase the performance. A neural network based agent will be compared with a rollout based
agent for testing, from which we conclude that the rollout method, as implemented in this study,
cannot outperform the neural network when enough training time is given.

1 Introduction

Games usually combine multi-agent systems and
imperfect information games, which makes them
an interesting challenge for an agent using Artificial
Intelligence (A.I.) techniques such as reinforcement
learning. This could help discover how humans
should solve sort-like tasks and explores how A.I.
techniques generally perform on these tasks, where
procedural and functional programming seem to
fail.

1.1 The game of hearts

In this research we will be looking at the game of
hearts, a card game with concealed hands for the
players and a point system. Hearts is a four player
card game where each player tries to gather as few
points as possible in order to be the winner. All
cards are divided between the players, and rounds
are played where one card is played by each player.
The first played card will determine the trick (first
placed suit), and after everyone has played, the
cards are pitched against each other based on their
value, and whether they have the same suits as
the trick. The player that played the ”strongest”
card that round loses, takes all the cards and gets
penalty-points for certain cards. The player that
lost the round can put the next card on the table

first and thus decides the next trick. The rounds
are repeated until a set is finished, which is when
all players have no cards left. Then a new set is
started where the cards are divided again between
the players. The goal of each player is to keep their
obtained points as low as possible until a player
has reached a specific number of points.

In this research the dutch rule-set is used,
which is a simplified version of the game where
games last until a 100 points are reached. In the
American version after 100 points are reached, a
second phase of the game starts where the points
gained are subtracted from the previously ob-
tained points and the goal for each player becomes
reaching 0 points. Also in the dutch version less
cards are used (32 instead of 52). The penalty
cards (Table 1.1) and the option of ”shooting the
moon” allow for complex strategies. ”Shooting the
moon” is a special rule which is triggered when
a player gets all possible penalty points in a set,
it then sets their penalty points to 0 and all the
other players get his/her points.

1.2 Applying machine learning to
hearts

This paper is an extension of an earlier research
where a neural network based agent (NN-agent)
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Table 1.1: The penalty cards available in the
dutch rule-set of hearts and their correspond-
ing penalty points.

Card Points
Any heart card 1
J of clubs 2
Q of spades 5

was created to learn to play the game of hearts
(Wagenaar (2017)). The agent was created to-
gether but whereas the previous paper researched
the optimal parameters for learning, this paper
explores another playing strategy for this agent.
The strongest trained agent has been taken and
its capabilities will be further explored by adding
Monte Carlo rollouts to compare the profits and
disadvantages that this addition can provide.

Hearts is well suited for reinforcement learn-
ing. This game has a large state space but also a
small action space, due to players only being able
to play one card out of their hand per turn. A
game with a large state space makes it hard to
find an optimal solution, but the goal is to get
as close to the optimal solution as possible. A.I.
based techniques are often well suited for this kind
of task. Having only few possible actions per turn
makes it easier for the agent to learn, otherwise
it would have to learn many more possible conse-
quences. Not knowing the cards in the opponents’
hands makes this an imperfect information game
while the point system makes it relatively easy
to judge the agent′s moves. This is useful since
correct input-output pairs are never given to the
network, it has to estimate these from a reward
function based on the point system.

For this research the Monte Carlo rollout method
will be studied to the task of playing hearts. It
tries to predict possible outcomes and base actions
on those predictions. In games these predictive
methods have proven to be very effective (Coulom
(2006), Silver et al. (2016)) furthermore they
compare to human-like behaviour since human
experts also try to predict outcomes and adjust
their actions based on them. Since hearts does not
have many possible actions available per turn per
player, it is a relatively easy to predict game, and

rollouts might prove to be an effective strategy.

1.3 Previous studies on the subject

Card games have been studied a lot in the field of
A.I. due to their nature of being (relatively sim-
plified) multi-agent systems. Laird and Van Lent
(2001) recommend the use of virtual games as a
test platform for A.I. research, to work towards
human-level agency. Reinforcement learning in
combination with a multilayered perceptron (MLP)
has often been used for learning games, and has
seen a lot of success in this area as well (van der
Ree and Wiering (2013); Mnih et al. (2013); Lai
(2015)). The pattern recognition capabilities of a
neural network are much more sensitive compared
to humans and can learn to play games already
with a very limited set of inputs (Bom, Henken,
and Wiering (2013)). However hearts can be
described as being a perfect recall game (Ishii
et al. (2005)) and optimal move is dependent on
previous actions (from also the opponents) and
not only of the current state. Therefore for this
study the inputs are transformed and passed to
the agent so that the inputs contain information
of all the actions that have happened previously in
the game. This is done by looking at the contents
of the discard pile, which will be further explained
in the methods section.

When it comes to the game of hearts, there
have been two previous notable studies. The
first study used a partially observable Markov
Decision Process (POMDP) (Ishii et al. (2005)),
where the level of play achieved by the agent
was estimated to be on par with human experts,
however top professional players were still able to
beat it. The second research used a TD-learning
strategy based on the successful TD-learning
backgammon approach (Tesauro (1995)). This is
similar to the learning method used for our agent,
an approximation is made of the distribution of
cards in the opponents’ hands, and its decisions
are based on that information. Their agent was
able to beat a top hearts player consistently. This
study will attempt to be a further addition to
studying playing strategies in hearts.
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1.4 Research questions

The experiments will aim to answer the questions
”Can a rollout based agent outperform a neural
network based agent?” and ”What influence do
the adjustable parameters of this rollout method
have?”.

2 Method

We first discuss the creation of the agent using only
a neural network based strategy, then the rollout
add-on will be elaborated.

2.1 Monte Carlo MLP learning in
hearts:

The neural network based agent (NN-agent) has
a brain that determines the card to be played
when given the game state as input. The brain
of this agent has eight MLPs for each turn in a
set. This is a simple but effective way of splitting
the possible states and thus splitting the amount
of knowledge needed to be contained in the MLP
without harming the MLP performance. The only
drawback is that the learning process might be
slower, since each MLP has to be trained.

The 107 inputs for the MLP can be classified
into two groups: the inputs that describe the state
of the game and the extra inputs that describe key
state information for the agent’s strategy.

The state inputs are:
• 32 binary inputs for the possible cards in the

hand,

• 32 binary inputs for the cards in the discard
pile,

• 32 binary inputs for the cards currently placed
on the table,

• 1 input to see which turn the agent has in the
current round and

• 4 inputs for the scores of each player.

The extra inputs are:
• 4 inputs that keep track of how many cards

are left for each type,

• 1 binary input to see whether ”shooting the
moon” is still possible for any of the players

and

• 1 last input for the amount of penalty points
the agent has in its hand.

The MLP then has 32 outputs that represent
the estimated reward score for playing the card
corresponding to the output number.

The most optimal parameters measured in
the previous study (Wagenaar (2017)) are as
follows:
• 1 Hidden layer, hidden nodes: 64

• Learning rate set to: 0.001

• Activation function set to: ReLU

The agent’s exploration function is the ε-greedy
policy. This means that there is probability of ε
to select a random action from a set of available
actions. In this study epsilon is set to 0.1. During
training this decreases by 0.001 per game, during
the comparison of the agents the value does not
decrease.

Since the learning process of this agent is not
supervised it has to have a reward function. The
reward of an action can only be determined at the
end of a set. The ”shooting the moon” rule that
can adjust the penalty points divided at the end of
a set, and the strategy of taking a small loss first
to avoid a big loss later are the main reasons why
this is done.

For this the Monte Carlo learning algorithm
is used:

Q(st, at)← Q(st, at) + α(−
8∑

i=t

ri −Q(st, at))

(2.1)

Where: st = the state of round t.
at = the action of round t.
Q = the expected reward of state-action pair.
rt = the amount of penalty points obtained in
round t.
α = the learning rate.

It adjusts the weights of the network towards
a certain action depending on how well the results
are following that action. State-action pairs of the
agent are saved so that after the end of a set, it
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can be determined how effective each move was in
each state. The reinforcement algorithm is then
used to update the MLP’s action’s score of the
corresponding round with the calculated reward
value.

2.2 NN-agent extended with Monte
Carlo rollouts

When the rollout based agent (rollout agent) needs
to determine a card to play, it will make a sample
of outcomes for each playable card. In order to do
so, it creates a given amount, n, of rollout games.
These will have the same state as the current
game (same cards in hand, same cards that have
been played & same current scores) but against
rollout-opponents that have the cards that have
not been played yet randomly divided between
their hands. The agent then plays out the current
set of rounds in each created rollout game.

During the rollout games the agent will treat
its opponents as if they were NN-agents using the
given brain. It thus consists of four NN-agents
with the same brain, one with the original rollout
agent’s hand and three with a randomly generated
hand. At the end of a set, a score is determined for
the outcome, based on the increase in total score
of the original agent. This score is then added to a
total score of the ”potentially to be played” card
of the original agent and a new rollout game is
started with a new random distribution. After n
scores of each potentially playable card have been
gathered, the average scores are compared and the
card with the best score (the lowest average of
gained penalty points) will be played in the original
game. Each of the generated random distributions
(of cards in the opponents’ hands) will be used
for each potentially playable card. This way every
possible action’s outcomes are sampled from the
same distributions.

Not all cards in the agent’s hand will be sampled,
this is determined by the m parameter. The cards
are sorted based on the predicted profit from the
neural network based approach. The m parameter
will act as an upper-bound limit for how many
cards will be sampled and, if applied, will exclude
cards with the lowest predicted profit. The rollout
agent uses the same brain as the NN-agent but

uses this knowledge for predicting the outcome of
a round instead of which card to play.

Guided rollouts:
In order to improve the effectiveness of the Monte
Carlo rollout method, the search for possible
outcomes can be guided and narrowed down. This
is done in two ways:
• Due to the rollout-opponents and the original

rollout agent using the neural network (instead
of sampling random actions) in the rollout
games, a more guided rollout sample will be
created. This means a lower sized sample will
be needed, but also that the samples are more
deterministic.

• When a player cannot play a certain suit when
that suit is the trick it means they do not
have that type of suit in their hand. This is
used to limit the possible random hands that
a player can have and thus removes impossible
outcomes from the sample, increasing the
overall accuracy of the expected average
outcome.

3 Experimental setup

For testing one rollout agent is pitched against
three NN-agents. Having the worst player of
the table to the left is advantageous (Wagenaar
(2017)), therefore the results of the NN-agents will
be averaged to remove any positional advantage.
No agent will be learning/updating its MLPs
in these tests. Due to the relative long time it
takes for the rollout agent to play, the test set-up
was spread out over different computers and a
minimum amount of games was set for each test.
Often this minimum will be exceeded by a random
amount, but as these are extra data points these
results will not be discarded.

First an estimation of the range of the pa-
rameter values of the rollout agent have to be
found. After these are approximated, the agent
will be compared to the NN-agent.
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Table 3.1: Overview of the three adjustable pa-
rameters of the rollout agent.

n The amount of rollout games played
per card to be sampled for playing.

m The amount of cards to sampled
from the agents hand.

brain The trained set of MLPs used,
which can differ in training time.

3.1 Exploratory analysis to limit pa-
rameters

The parameters n and m have a direct influence
on the thinking time of the agent. This raises the
question of what the maximum allowed thinking
time should be, as at a certain moment it will
reach unhuman-like thinking time and will not
be playing hearts in the same way humans do.
Therefore an exploratory analysis is done to set
the limits of these parameters.

The simulation is run as it is done in the ex-
periments (with one rollout agent versus three
NN-agents) for two hours long. The amount of
games finished are noted to give an estimate of
how long the rollout agent takes to play. Partially
finished games can be counted, since the setup
allows to see an estimation on how far a game
is in progression. The NN-agent has a very short
computing time compared to the rollout agent thus
the time wasted on progressing the game outside
of the turns of the rollout agent is negligible. It is
stressed that the test results are only an estimation
since the time results are also dependent on the
inner code of the game itself, and the computers
running the code.

Estimation of the time cost of n:
(Table 3.1) After two hours 3.5 games were com-
pleted for the m = 8, n = 550 settings.
The thinking time taken by the agent using
maximum resources (m=8, n=550) in a ”real-life”
game would be: 2 hours / 3.5 games × 60 minutes
= 34 minutes, according to these results.

Assuming that each player has to take 34
minutes in total for their turns in a game, we
are looking at an average game length of 4 * 34

Table 3.2: Table for amount of games completed
after 2 hours.

m n games
8 200 11.5
8 250 10.5
8 300 9
8 350 7.5
8 400 7
8 450 5.5
8 500 4
8 550 3.5

= 136 minutes. Hearts does not have a set time
limit for a turn, but card games in general aim
to last between 45 and 60 minutes. This allows
an average game length to last up to 69 minutes
(Table 3.2) which for sure cover the maximum
allowed time limit of n. From this rough analysis
we can conclude that raising the n parameter
above 400 is unreasonable. For the comparison of
the rollout agent and the NN-agent the parameter
n will be ranging between 200 and 400, to ensure
exploring the capabilities of the rollout agent
from the minimum to maximum allowed think-
ing time/resources. This way some conclusions
can also be made about the time cost of ramping
up the sampling capabilities to an even higher level.

Table 3.3: Table for average estimated game
time (in minutes) for a game with 4 rollout
agents, per value of n with m = 8.

n 200 250 300 350
avr time 42 46 53 64
n 400 450 500 550
avr time 69 87 120 137

The practicality of m:
Further exploratory analysis raises the question of
the practicality of m as an adjustable parameter.
It is expected to not have that much influence on
the performance, since usually a player does not
have enough playable cards to reach this upper
limit. By nature, as the set goes on, each player
will have a card less in their hands for each passed
round. Out of these cards, even less are allowed
to be played. Whenever a trick is set, the players
are forced to play its corresponding suit if they
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have it in their hand. This limits the amount of
playable cards, and by rough estimation will divide
them by four (for each suit). Thus we can expect
the player to usually have three or less cards to
play. Limiting the amount of cards that will be
sampled further down would beat the purpose of
using the Monte Carlo rollout technique. The m is
therefore set to the maximum of 8 for all tests done.

The levels of training of brain:
Three possible values were taken for the brain
parameter. A poorly-trained brain (called: NNAI2,
trained for 500 epochs), a decently-trained brain
(called: StrongMan, trained for 3000 games) and a
well-trained brain (called: StrongMan2, trained for
10,000 epochs). These values were decided based
on the training level used in the previous study.
An epoch is a game that lasts until 1000 points,
where after every set the MLPs are updated.
Every epoch is thus comparable to ten games of
training. The brains are all using the best found
parameter settings. As an NN-agent comes closer
to an optimal playing-style, there is as consequence
less room for improvement. By having the agents
play on more levels of training, the effects of the
rollout strategy can be measured by this variable.

4 Results

First the win rate will be presented of every combi-
nation for the n and brain values, and afterwards
their scores will be analysed to find more in-depth
influences of the variables on the performances. The
final section will give the significance of the found
results.

4.1 The win rate

The results of the n parameter are harder to
judge since its effects are harder to predict, and it
has a trade-off of performance versus time. It is
expected that as the rollout will take more time,
it can sample the outcomes of a card more, and
thus achieve better results. Since the parame-
ter has a wide range of possible values it will be
incremented by 100 from 200 to a maximum of 400.

Exploring the effects of the levels of training

is done simultaneously while testing the influence
of n, since these two variables are related. At least
300 games were sampled per combination of the
brain and n values.

Table 4.1: The amount of wins for minimum of
300 games per n value with brain = NNAI2, m
= 8.

n 200 300 400
Lost games 181 163 245
Won games 124 159 183
Chance to win 0.406 0.494 0.428
Chance for a NN-
agent to win

0.198 0.169 0.191

Table 4.2: The amount of wins for minimum of
300 games per n value with brain = StrongMan,
m = 8.

n 200 300 400
Lost games 284 237 215
Won games 141 108 90
Chance to win 0.332 0.303 0.295
Chance for a NN-
agent to win

0.223 0.232 0.235

Table 4.3: The amount of wins for minimum of
300 games per n value with brain = StrongMan2,
m = 8.

n 200 300 400
Lost games 368 237 291
Won games 107 68 79
Chance to win 0.225 0.223 0.214
Chance for a NN-
agent to win

0.258 0.259 0.262

(Tables 4.1-4.3) The rollout agent wins more
on average than the NN-agent, until the best
trained brain is used. Even when outperforming
the NN-agent, the n value hardly seems to have
influence on the win percentage.
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4.2 The scores

Besides looking at the amount of wins and losses
only, the effects of the parameters will also be
studied by looking at the obtained scores from the
games.

Table 4.4: The mean, standard deviation and
minimum score for each value of n with brain
= NNAI2, m = 8.

n µ σ Minimum
score

200 73.13 20.94 20
300 70.70 21.56 19
400 73.88 21.14 14
NN-agent 84.95 9.58 17

Table 4.5: The mean, standard deviation and
minimum score for each value of n with brain
= StrongMan, m = 8.

n µ σ Minimum
score

200 80.56 21.02 22
300 78.63 20.89 21
400 79.71 19.61 26
NN-agent 83.05 11.05 9

Table 4.6: The mean, standard deviation and
minimum score for each value of n with brain
= StrongMan2, m = 8.

n µ σ Minimum
score

200 86.39 19.31 22
300 86.6 19.48 21
400 87.07 19.01 24
NN-agent 81.71 11.96 13

(Tables 4.4-4.6) As every agent plays more
optimally the spread will be reduced, this is why
the variance in score becomes smaller with each
higher level of brain used. It was also expected
that the spread of the rollout agent’s scores will
be reduced when a higher value n is used, since

there will be less influence of an outlier in the
rollout results if there are more rollout results
generated per card. But this can not be concluded
from the results. Also when looking at the mean
of the scores, the n parameter does not show any
influence.

4.3 Comparing the two methods

Now that the possible parameters of the rollout
agent have been explored, both agents can be
pitched against each other with maximum re-
sources (n=400, m=8). Their effect can be proven
by use of the statistical t-test.

Table 4.7: Statistical t-test confidence of effect
of using the Monte Carlo rollout method or not
for each brain with m set to 8 and n set to 400.

brain P-value 95% confidence
interval

NNAI2 <2.2e-16 -13.67 to -10.85
StrongMan 2.65e-06 -4.76 to -1.96
StrongMan2 2.02e-13 3.63 to 6.25

(Table 4.7) The difference in performance is sig-
nificant (twosample t-test, p<0.05) for all cases
when different brain values are used. Only when
the well-trained brain is used, the NN-agent out-
performs the rollout agent. This makes sense due
to how the performance of the NN-agents rely more
on how well trained the MLPs are when compared
to the rollout agent.

5 Conclusions & Discussion

This section will discuss the answers to the
research questions: ”Can a rollout based agent
outperform a neural network based agent?” and
”What influence do adjustable parameters of this
rollout method have?”.

The Monte Carlo rollouts did not prove to
be a valuable addition to the agent. The exper-
iments show that an agent using Monte Carlo
rollouts outperforms an NN-agent using the same
trained MLPs only if these MLPs are not trained
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for more than at least 30.000 games. Even though
this states that the method is promising, more
research for improvements will be needed before
the Monte Carlo rollout method is at playing
hearts when compared to solely using a neural
network. Using the highest level of training the
neural network based method wins by a significant
margin. The possible improvements will be dis-
cussed in the next section.

The n parameter:
An interesting finding is that the n parameter does
not seem to have any noticeable influence on the
performance of the rollout agent. A speculation
of the cause would be that the samples are easily
large enough in the studied range, and that there
are other limiting factors to the performance of the
rollout agent. This would mean that 200 sampled
random hands distributions would make just as
good an average expected hand distribution as 400
samples.

The brain parameter:
The sample size does not seem to be the limiting
factor, yet the results show that the NN-agent
manages to be able to beat the rollout agent when
having a certain training level. As both methods
use the same brain (thus same deterministic
playing policy) and the rollout method only seeks
to improve on estimating the hand distributions,
it could mean that the neural network implicitly
starts to predict the possible hand distributions
better than average random hand samples can do.
This can be achieved by not only considering the
limitations of which suits the opponents could have
left in their hand (as the rollout agent already does
this, see section 2.2), but also by looking at more
limiting factors of what to expect. For example
an opponent playing a bad card probably means
he/she/it must have had no other choice than to
play that card. By that logic it is profitable to
assume that that opponent has no cards left of
that suit. The pattern recognition abilities of the
neural network will allow it to adjust its actions
when this situation happens.
A counter argument to why this would mean that
the neural network based method is better at
playing hearts, is that the NN-agent could only
reach this level of prediction when both trained
and playing against only itself. If the NN-agents

each were to have different brains, the implicit
knowledge of estimating the cards in the hands
of the opponents based on their actions would
become harder to learn.

The m parameter:
As the computation time was not a limiting factor
for the agent’s performance, setting m to the
maximum of 8 indeed proved to be the most
optimal value for this parameter.

Guidance:
The guided Monte Carlo rollout method might
be an effective method for imperfect information
tasks, but only for tasks with more effective options
available for filtering the unlikely outcomes. This
is for example achieved in studies where the Monte
Carlo rollout method is used for playing the board
game Go. A separate neural network is trained to
be able to judge the board state in order to quickly
stop predicting outcomes in the wrong direction.
This cannot be done in hearts, as it is an imperfect
state information game. The players have to finish
playing all the cards before an assessment of the
results can be made. Unless more guidance for the
possible outcomes will be found, this method will
not outperform the neural network.

5.1 Recommendations

A couple possible of improvements and extensions
to how this Monte Carlo method is applied to
hearts are the following:

• It could be that the rollout agent would play
better if it is not using the brain of a trained
NN-agent but instead trains its brain by itself.
This way it can tailor specifically for its own
playing capabilities. The trade off here is that
training would take significantly longer, as the
game time of games with rollout agents come
close to real life game time where games with
just neural network based agent would take
mere seconds.

• Improving the under-laying neural network
method (as already discussed by Wagenaar
(2017)) would indirectly also improve the
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overall playing capabilities of the rollout
agent. Using higher-order inputs would be an
example of an easy improvement to the neural
network method.

• A last recommendation for improvement is
adjusting the way the rollout score is deter-
mined. Right now each sampled outcome has
its rollout score based on the score difference
of the rollout agent from the sampled action
to the end of a set, but this can be optimised
by also considering the opponents’ score dif-
ferences. This way the agent can specifically
try to obstruct the player that is ahead, and
thus increase its own chances to win.

An interesting future extension of this study would
be researching the trade-off between a guided
Monte Carlo rollout method, and an unguided
one. In these tests the same brain that the agent
uses is used for the opponents when sampling with
rollouts, this means it cannot discover outcomes
deeper than its own capabilities. If their actions
are set to random, the sample would have to be
larger in order to create a good sample, but it
would also significantly reduce the time it takes to
create a sample and it could reach more in-depth
game strategies.
If the agent’s rollout games were to be made like
this (unguided), each random hand distribution
should have another number of samples (parameter
o) where each of these rollout games has the same
hand distribution but different random actions
played out. From these sampled outcomes the
worst possible outcome should represent the score
of its respective hand distribution. In this way
it is possible to take the average rollout score of
the n samples per action, where each of these
rollout scores consists of the worst outcome of
their o samples. The reason this could work is
that human experts usually prepare for the worst
outcome when predicting outcomes, while it still
allows for the agent to prepare for the most likely
(average) random distribution of cards in the op-
ponents’ hands, not the worst possible distribution.
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